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What a first year it has been as the National Chair of ASSIST FM so far! From 
the changes to the Food & Drink Regulations to the COVID-19 outbreak closing 
our schools! The situation seems to be changing daily, and we are constantly 
updating our Resource site. It really is the place to go to find out what colleagues 
from all over Scotland are doing, with updates going onto the site each week. 
Please  sign up and have a look at the site. It really will help you understand what 
everyone else is doing and it is a way in which we can truly collaborate 
across the country.

Over the past few months since our last edition of The Facilitator, FM services 
has come under unprecedented challenges but I have been delighted to see the 
commitment and resilience of our staf f to overcome these challenges, especially in 
relation to the COVID-19 outbreak. Thank you all for your hard work to ensure that 
we could keep our kitchens and buildings clean and open for as long as possible, and 
so that we can still provide such an indispensable service for our pupils entitled to 
Free School Meals. 

Over the past few months, we have been doing a lot of vital work behind the scenes 
to prepare for the implementation of the updated Food and Drinks Standards, which 
you can find out about on page 6, as well as working alongside our colleagues at 
APSE. Our Hands on Hungry group has also been working hard to create a bank of 
standardised recipes for the school meals services - news about that will come out 
soon. We have also been working closely with the Poverty & Inequality commission 
to build on last year's research with Caledonian University. 

In this issue of The Facilitator, we’ll be giving you an update from over the past few 
months, covering our Spring Seminar, Knorr and WWF’s report on Future 50 Foods 
and the upcoming changes to Schools Food & Drinks Regulations.

If there is anything you would like to get in touch with me about or to get involved in,
don’t hesitate to contact me.

National Chair ASSIST FM
Jayne Jones
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On the 11th March, ASSIST FM ran our annual Spring Seminar 
at the Glen Pavilion in Dunfermline and the turnout was great 
with over 110 present. 

Jayne Jones opened the Seminar, and introduced Phil Alcott 
from the Scottish Government who attended to speak to the 
delegates about the upcoming changes to the Food & Drinks 
Standards. Phil also led an open floor session, taking questions 
from both local authority and supplier attendees. To find out 
more about the upcoming changes, head over to page 6.

Lindsay Graham then took to the floor to present on both 
the Climate Change Fund and the work of the Poverty & 
Equality Commission. The Climate Change Fund, run by The 
National Lottery and Awards For All Scotland, is available for 
Community-led partnerships with a focus on reducing the 
carbon footprint of communities. The fund has a total of £100 
million available over 10 years and is available to voluntary 
and community organisations, registered charity or charitable 
incorporated organisations, schools and not for profit company 
including companies limited by guarantee, community interest 
companies and community benefit societies with two or 
more directors.

Lindsay spoke of the vital work of the Poverty and Equality 
commission, particularly in relation to their Free School Meals 
Working Group, and called upon delegates to pass on any 
information that would be important to highlight in 
their report. 

Jason McKeon from Unilever Food Solutions then presented 
on Knorr and WWF’s Future 50 Foods campaign, highlighting 
the 50 foods that society should add into their diet in order to 
both help the environment through reducing reliance on just 
12 plant and 5 animal species, as well as improving their health. 
To find out more about Knorr and WWF’s Future 50 Foods, go 
to page 8.

ASSIST FM 
SPRING 
SEMINAR 2020

Presentation 
Downloads
To find out more about any of the topics covered, the 
powerpoint presentations can be found on the ASSIST 
FM Members’ site.

www.member.assistfm.com

Free Sanitary Provision has been a hot topic this year, and 
Hannah Axon from COSLA came along to update the audience 
on what the next steps will be in passing the bill through the 
Scottish Government as well as the mobile app that has been 
developed to help the public find where the nearest pick up 
point for free sanitary products is in their area.

Af ter a short refreshment break, our Vice Chair, Gerry 
Donachie, provided an update on the steps that had to be 
considered and taken in the event of the schools closing down 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, which were ultimately put into 
action. Gerry highlighted the importance of planning for the 
delivery of welfare meals in the event of school closures and 
called for the delegates to start putting contingency plans in 
place in order to support the most vulnerable pupils whilst also 
enforcing that ‘preparedness is appropriate, panic is not’.

Chris Boyle from Brakes Scotland then took to the floor to 
announce the Braw Brake Lunch Challenge, asking delegates 
to promote the competition to schools, asking them to get 
involved. To find out more, visit www.bit.ly/BrawLunchBrake.

Next up, Mark Hunter presented on the ASSIST FM National 
Awards, announcing a few changes to some of 2019’s updated 
awards. To request the 2020 Awards Pack, email rachel@
totalizemedia.co.uk and remember to get your entries in by 
Friday 24th April.

Our last speaker of the day was Alan Cunningham from 
Totalize Media, who gave an update on ASSIST FM’s Inch By 
Inch For Scotland campaign, sponsored by Muller Milk & 
Ingredients, that is focusing on the area of Inverclyde. Alan 
announced that through working with a group of pupils from 
Inverclyde Academy, that we will be creating a pupil-led film 
centred on the issue of competition to school catering ‘Beyond 
the School Gates’ as well as looking at issues caused by this 
competition such as the ef fect on the local environment. The 
film will also look at the uptake of Free School Meals provision 
and aim to uncover some of the reasons why those entitled to 
Free School Meals choose not to take it. Alan also announced 

that they will be launching the £5 Challenge in partnership with 
KeyStore. 

Alan then presented on the ASSIST FM Members’ site, 
providing vital resources for Local Authority staf f, showing the 
delegates the functions of the site as well as how to use it. To 
register to use the Members’ site, visit :
www.member.assistfm.com. 

Please note that the Members’ site is currently only open to FM 
Local Authority Staf f, but ASSIST FM will be looking to make a 
suppliers section available in the coming months. A guide to 
using the site can be found on page 13.

Jayne Jones closed the seminar, giving her round-up of the day 
and then thanked all of those who presented to our delegates, 
those who attended, as well as thanking Green Gourmet, 
McCain Foods, Unilever Food Solutions, Quorn Foods and 
Middleton Foods for providing products for both the breakfast 
and lunch of fering. 

Thank you to all of those who attended and to Fife Council for 
hosting the seminar. To find out more about any of the topics 
covered, the powerpoint presentations can be found on the 
ASSIST FM Members’ site.
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As you’ll all be well aware, the changes to the Food and 
Drinks are fast approaching and ASSIST FM committee have 
been working hard over the past few months in order to 
make sure that all of the local authorities and our suppliers 
have been kept up to speed with exactly what these changes 
mean for the school meals service going forward. 

Back in October last year, the committee held a forum in 
Edinburgh with suppliers to the school meals service to 
inform them about what exactly the changes to the standards 
would mean for them as well as challenging them to come 
up with new products that would meet the new legislation. 
Then in January, we held a forum for our local authority 
catering colleagues, also inviting out education counterparts, 
for an indepth discussion about the changes, which also 
included a Q&A session with Lyndsey Fogg from the Scottish 
Government. Our delegates found this incredibly helpful, 
allowing them to gain clarity on a number of points and issues 
that the new standards will raise.

Our Chair and Vice Chair, Jayne Jones and Gerry Donachie, 
have also been attending a number of meetings with the 
Scottish Government in order to ensure that our members 
are represented at every step of the process, and to raise any 
concerns that have arisen since the initial consultation.

Our next step is to hold a session with our local authority 
members and the school meals service suppliers to show our 
catering colleagues the hard work that our suppliers have 
been doing to create new compliant products. At this session, 
suppliers will give our members a quick 5 minute presentation 
each to highlight any new or updated products, followed by a 
tasting session to allow our delegates to sample the products. 
The session was due to be held in Livingston on the 23rd of 
April, but unfortunately due to the COVID-19 outbreak, we 
have had to push this back to later in the year (the date will be 
announced as soon as we have it). 

As many of you will know, the changes to the Food and Drinks 
Standards was due to be implemented in August for drinks 
and October for Food, but alongside COSLA and APSE we 
secured a push back to April 2021 before the Covid-19 outbreak 
took over af ter our members asked us to secure a longer time 
frame. Now that has happened, we’ll be driving for an even 
longer implementation time.

FOOD & DRINKS
STANDARDS 

NoW wiThuk’s fi�t  bendaBle  PaPer st�w

RECYCLABLE CARTON & STRAW
 

(PLACE STRAW IN PACK)

SchOol reguLat
iO

nS

Me
eTs 2020 

A milKY
miracle

96 
CALORIeS 

For more information email us at hello@frieslandcampina.com

The  OnLy flavoured milk with no 
added sugar or artificial sweeteners, 
yet all the deliciousness of Yazoo.

NAiled iT!

We appreciate that this will raise questions 
for many of you so if you have any issues 
or questions, don’t hesitate to use the 
discussion board on our Members’ site at 
member.assistfm.com. 
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Knorr and WFF have collaborated on a report to come up 
with a list of the Future 50 Foods for healthier people and a 
healthier planet.

The 50 Future Foods is a really important report due to 
the fact that across the globe, we rely on a small range of 
foods, 75% of which come from just 12 plant and 5 animal 
species. And of the 12 plant species, rice, maize and wheat 
alone make up nearly 60% of the calories in the human diet 
that are consumed from plants. The fact that since 1900, 
75% of the genetic plant diversity in agriculture has been 
lost means that we will need to explore other foods, which 
will be able to feed and nourish the global population, 
especially as it is predicted to rise to almost 10 billion people 
by 2050. 

The issue of farming also comes into the problem of 
feeding the planet as intensively farming such few crops 
can have serious consequences for our fragile ecosystems. 
Monoculture farming, the repeated harvesting of a single 
crop and an over-reliance on animal based foods which 
threaten food security, can deplete nutrients and leave soil 
vulnerable to the build up of pests and pesticides, causing 
a reliance for fertilisers and pesticides that can damage 
wildlife and leach into water systems. The over-reliance on 
animal based foods is also an issue as it puts a strain on 
our environment and agricultural practices which currently 
are not sustainable. Animal agriculture accounts for 60% 
of total agriculture, and agriculture accounts for a quarter 
of all greenhouse gas emissions. As well as greenhouse 
gas emissions, animal agriculture contributes to pollution 
through the liquid waste that is discharged into rivers 
and seas. 

For the Future 50 Foods report, Knorr and WWF worked 
in partnership with Dr. Adam Drewnowski, Director of 
The Center for Public Health Nutrition at the University 
of Washington, to come up with a list of 50 Future Foods 
that can tackle the issues that our current diets present. 
These Future 50 Foods fall into the following groups: Algae, 
Beans & Pulses, Cacti, Cereals & Grains, Fruit Vegetables, 
Leafy Greens, Mushrooms, Nuts & Seeds, Root Vegetables, 
Sprouts and Tubers. These foods are intended to enable 
important dietary shifts to introduce an increase in vitamins, 
minerals and antioxidants, to introduce more plant-based 
foods resulting in a reduction in the consumption of animal 
products and to introduce more nutrient-rich carbohydrates, 

Algae
Lever Seaweed, Wakame, 
Seaweed

Mushrooms
Enoki Mushrooms, Maitake 
Mushrooms, Saffron Milk Cap 
Mushrooms

Beans & Pulses
Adzuki Beans, Black Turtle 
Beans, Broad/Fava Beans, 
Bambara Beans/Groundnuts, 
Cowpeas, Lentils, Marama 
Beans, Mung Beans, Soy Beans

Nuts & Seeds
Flax Seeds, Hemp Seeds, 
Sesame Seeds, Walnuts

Cacti
Nopales

Root Veg
Black Salsify, Parsley Root, 
White Icicle Radish

Cereals & Grains
Amaranth, Buckwheat, 
Finger Millet, Fonio, Khorasan 
Wheat, Quinoa, Spelt, Teff, 
Wild Rice

Sprouts
Alfalfa Sprouts, Sprouted 
Kidney Beans, Sprouted 
Chickpeas

Fruit & Veg
Pumpkin Flowers, Okra, 
Orange Tomatoes

Tubers
Lotus Root, Ube, Yam Bean 
Root, Red Indonesia

Leaf Greens
Beet Greens, Broccoli Rabe, 
Kale, Moringa, Pak-Choi/
Bok-Choy, Pumpkin Leaves, 
Red Cabbage, Spinach, 
Watercress
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EAST AYRSHIRE COUNCIL
DIGNIFIED FOOD PROGRAMME
East Ayrshire has always been at the forefront of Food & 
Catering within Scotland and widely acknowledged as the 
first ‘Sustainable’ school food service in the United Kingdom, 
holding the ‘Gold Food for Life Served Here’ award, for the 
12th consecutive year, the longest serving holders in the UK. 

Since this time, the Food & Catering Service has continued 
to face many challenges, reduced budgets as well looking 
for innovative ways to address the levels of deprivation and 
poor health within the local authority area and to assist in 
regenerating communities and maintaining investment in local 
food producers.

1-in-5 of East Ayrshire residents live in the 0-15% most deprived 
areas in Scotland and have the tenth largest proportion of 
population categorised as most deprived. Unemployment was 
5.8% in 2019, higher than the national average of 4.2% and the 
data from ‘End Child Poverty’ showed that 25.8% of Children 
live in Poverty with East Ayrshire too.

Also within East Ayrshire there is a high dependence of food 
banks, attributed in some cases recently on the introduction of 
Universal Credit and also the delay over Brexit.

Mark Hunter, Service Manager for Food & Catering has played 
a key role in leading changes within the Authority working 
in conjunction with other key services to tackle these issues, 
providing a dignified approach to food insecurity. 

East Ayrshire’s Dignified Food Provision Programme was 
launched in 2017, with the purpose to create a network of 
collaboration and communication between partners to achieve 
the common aim of reducing food poverty whilst maximising 
the access to food within East Ayrshire.

This dignified food approach firstly saw the development of 
holiday food programmes, as well as enhanced dignified food 
of ferings in schools and community venues.

The Holiday Food Programme is run in partnership with the 
Catering Service, Vibrant Communities and the Education 
Attainment Team, providing a range of free activities along 
with nutritious lunches for young people.

Initially, over 5,000 lunches were provided from 5 schools, 
which had increased extensively by 2019 to over 22,000 
lunches being provided over Easter, Summer and the October 
holidays. For 2020, the plan is to ensure all children will receive 
one healthy meal a day during holiday periods.

In addition, East Ayrshire’s Food & Catering Service have 
increased the number of schools to 13, where surplus food 
lef t over from the school lunch service is put in take away 
containers, labelled and placed in a specified area for young 
people to pick up and take home in a dignified way. This has 
been highly recognised by other authorities and local and 
national press with very positive reactions from all parties. This 
initiative has also helped reduce food waste.

Community Hubs/Food Larders are an additional proactive 
initiative in support of the broader wellbeing agenda for all 
East Ayrshire Residents, working with 3rd sector organisations 
to increase or adapt food larders in the local communities 
where needed.

A multi-agency working group has been established led 
by Mark Hunter, with other Council departments, Vibrant 
Communities, Scottish Government, Health & Social Care and 
3rd sector partners including Fareshare UK. With an agreed 
“Food Strategy” in place to ensure a framework for food 
insecurity, building capacity and resilience sustainable food 
provision within communities.

Working in conjunction with Home Link Workers and 
Education, within the first two weeks in January 2020 alone, 
over 500 meals were provided to 39 families as part of a 
targeted dignified food support programme.

It was initally agreed to gradually roll out 10 Food Larders and 
receive food from Fareshare as required to bolster the meals 
provided within the communities. The Council would provide 
training for volunteers to manage the larders, and support 
them to become more involved in decision making within their 
communities. If required, financial support for the provision 
of equipment including fridges and freezers, could also be 
supported.

Ultimately, the Council’s plan is to respond ef fectively to local 
need, ensuring that there is a dignified food provision within 
easy reach of any East Ayrshire resident. 

Then came along COVID-19 and all plans needed to be fast 
tracked urgently. Within days, 11 Food Larders were up and 
running, including a central delivery point for Fareshare to drop 
of f food deliveries and membership costs being picked up by 
East Ayrshire Council to provide our local partners with less 
financial burden.

The food is being distributed by a mixture of volunteers 
and our own employees from the central depot and to date 
providing 730 family packs weekly and over 2011kgs of food! 
The food is being supplemented with Food & Catering Services’ 
own supplies with Fareshare struggling to cope with the 
demand due to the pandemic.

Simultaneously the Food & Catering Service and an army of 
volunteers has been providing ‘Emergency Family Meals’ on a 
daily basis for families with children in receipt of free school 
meals or changed circumstances. The first day saw them 
provide nearly 2,500 meals and to date they are providing 
almost 6,000 meals a day delivered out to families from 18 
production kitchens across the Authority. In just short of three 
weeks they have provided over 75,000 meals! 

The daily packs includes a sandwich, milk and a yogurt or 
cookie for children and a chilled meal that can be reheated for 
example, beef stew and potatoes and macaroni cheese.

For the Easter weekend 1,600 boxes with food provisions for 
over 5,000 meals were prepared for every family to cover the 
four public holiday period. The boxes, along with recipe ideas, 
included food produce ranging from eggs, bread, fruit and 
even pizza bases!

Also, there are 66 families including 86 children who have been 
nominated by a school to receive a ‘Magic Breakfast’ parcel 
every fortnight which includes bagels, cereals and porridge etc.

Whilst ‘Shielding’ parcels are being provided by the 
Government to all those who have received a letter from them 
as they are high risk, some cannot wait for these parcels to 
arrive and emergency parcels are being sent out to support in 
the interim. 

Mark and his team have received many messages of positive 
feedback from families during this period, including some 
wonderful pictures of Jack Hall, aged 8 from James Hamilton 
Primary School, making pizza and some very creative ideas for 
the box the food was delivered in:

"I would like to say a huge Thank you to yourself, your catering 
staf f and all the staf f helping to deliver these lunches. What a truly 
fabulous job all of you are doing. The last few days it definitely made 
our lives a lot easier!!"

"Just to say thank you for our daily deliveries, which my 8 year old 
loves, he gets excited waiting to see what is in the bag. The box of 
food was also greatly appreciated. As you can see he loved making 
the pizza and also making use of his imagination with the box. 
Thanks again to everyone involved!"
 Jack Hall’s Mum, Jennifer Lennon

East Ayrshire’s Dignified Food Programme is now well on 
course to reaching its goal of ensuring that there is a dignified 
food provision within easy reach of any East Ayrshire resident.
This amazing achievement has only been possible because of 
Mark’s hard work, dedication and commitment, along with the 
Dignified Food Group, Vibrant Communities, as well as that of 
the Catering teams, support staf f and volunteers.
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This year’s ASSIST FM Conference marks the 20th year that ASSIST FM has been 
holding its main calendar event, and the 10th year that it has been held in Glasgow. 
Fittingly, this year’s theme is 2020 Vision, tying in with our 20th anniversary and the 

theme of looking to the future to ensure we are prepared for whatever affects our 
industry, as well as looking back on the great work that we have accomplished over 

the past 2 decades. This year alone really proves that our teams do incredible work to 
overcome any challenges that are thrown at us as well as the resilience of the industry.

With the changes to the Food and Drinks Standards looming, attending our conference 
this year will be an invaluable opportunity to sample new products that have been devel-
oped by our suppliers to meet the new guidelines, as well as to find out about new inno-
vations in cleaning, janitorial and catering products in the Facilities Management sector. 

The dates for the conference are 27th - 28th August 2020. We are, of course, 
watching the news updates and will advise you if the Conference dates are 

to be changed. However, the Conference will run this year and with over half 
of our stands now booked at the exhibition and places booked for delegates, 
now is the time to book your place! The content may change over the course 
of the next month or two and the learning from the current situation will be a 

major discussion point at the conference, so you won't want to miss it. 

For more information head over to www.assistfmconference.co.uk today!

ASSIST F M CONFERENCE

During the Covid-19 pandemic, we at ASSIST FM have been 
working hard to keep our members up to date with what 
other members are doing to provide Free School Meals and 
their new cleaning protocols to tackle the virus, as well as to 
communicate any guidance or information from the Scottish 
Government and our counterparts in the rest of the UK. To 
access any of this information, or any of the other resources 
on the ASSIST FM members’ site go to www.member.assistfm.
com and follow the steps below to register. Please note 
that the ASSIST FM members’ site is currently only open to 
Local Authority members who must sign up with their local 
authority email address.

1. Visit member.assistfm.com
2. Click ‘Log in/Register’ on the home page.
3. Click ‘Register’
4. Fill in your details and submit.
5. ASSIST FM will then approve your request to give you access. 

• To view resources, click the ‘Resources’ tab.
• To submit a resource, hover over My Account and 

click ‘Submit Resource’. Fill in the form, attaching your 
document and submit. ASSIST FM will then view, approve 
and upload your resource to the site. 

• To download a resource, like on the resource you want to 
download and click ‘Download’.

• To view the discussion board, click the ‘Discussion Board’ 
tab. Click on the discussion you would like to view. 

• To comment on a discussion, type your response in the 
comment box and submit. 

• Check the box if you would like to receive notifications 
when other members comment.

• To post your own discussion topic, hover over My Account 
and click ‘New Topic’. Fill in the form and submit. Your 
topic will now be live.

ASSIST FM 
RESOURCE 
SITE
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During the Covid-19 lockdown, it’s important both for your 
fitness and your mental health to keep fit. Exercising for just 30 
minutes a day will have a huge impact on both your body and 
mind. To help you keep fit, The Facilitator has brought together 
some helpful ideas and tips  to try at home! 

Home workouts 
There are hundreds of free home workout videos online! Just 
type in home workout into YouTube and you’ll get thousands of 
results! 

The NHS also have a whole bank of free exercises and exercise 
plans you can download such as their Strength and Flex plan 
which doesn’t require any equipment! They have exercises that 
suit all ages at all fitness levels.

Exercises to try at home 
Climb the stairs
Stair climbing burns more calories per minute than jogging and 
counts towards your recommended 150 minutes a week! 

Chair tricep dips
Sit on the edge of a chair holding onto the front with your 
hands. Place your feet out in front of you (bent legs for easier 
option or straight legs to make it harder) and lower your 
elbows to a 90-degree angle before pushing back up.

Table top press ups
Incline press ups can be done anywhere around the home - on 
a table, a bed, a chair or even a wall. To use a table, place your 
hands on the table with your legs stretched out behind you, 
body nice and straight. Lower your weight down keeping your 
elbows tight to your body, and press back up.

Living room wall sits
Find a wall with a big enough space for you to lean on. Sit 
against the wall like you would in a chair with your legs at 90 
degrees, and hold. Give it time and you'll soon feel the burn!

STAY FIT  
AT HOME

NHS Exercise & 
Workout Plans
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/strength-and-
flex-exercise-plan/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/10-minute-
workouts/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/gym-free-
workouts/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/sitting-
exercises/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/strength-
exercises/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/balance-
exercises/

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/flexibility-
exercises/

Outdoor exercise 
During coronavirus, current guidelines state that you can still 
leave the house for ‘one form of exercise a day, such as a run, 
walk or cycle'. If you want to do this, you must go alone, or only 
with people you already live with. You must stay more than 
two metres from others and are also advised to: 

Wash your hands immediately on coming back in, using soap 
and water for at least 20 seconds or hand sanitiser. 
Avoid touching anything while you’re out and about, including 
park benches, communal water fountains and outdoor gym 
equipment. 

If you live in a block of flats and need to pass through a shared 
area, avoid touching your face af ter touching communal door 
handles and clean your hands straightaway on re-entering.
If you can take the stairs rather than the lif t, you’ll avoid 
touching the lif t button and you’ll get a bit more exercise in 
too. 

Avoid anywhere crowded, many parks and gardens are now 
closing. If you’ve got any flexibility with your schedule, choose 
times and places that are less likely to be popular, and where 
maintaining a safe distance from others will be easier. 

Mental Health
Being mindful of your mental health during self-isolation is just 
as important as getting regular exercise, especially as it may 
be a long time until we are around our friends and family. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) has warned:

"Isolation, physical distancing, the closure of schools and 
workplaces are challenges that af fect us, and it is natural to 
feel stress, anxiety, fear and loneliness at this time." 

WHO recommends:
Avoid watching, reading or listening to news that could cause 
you to feel anxious or distressed.
Seek information mainly to take practical steps to prepare your 
plans and protect yourself and your loved ones.
Seek information at specific times during the day once or 
twice. The sudden and near constant stream of news reports 
about an outbreak can cause anyone to feel worried.

Here are some other tips that may help you:
1. Connect with people: Make plans to video chat with 

people or groups you’d normally see in person. 
2. Decide on your routine: Plan how you’ll spend your time. 

It might help to write this down on paper and put it on 
the wall. Try to follow your ordinary routine as much as 
possible by getting up at the same time as normal, follow 
your usual morning routines, and go to bed at your usual 
time.

3. Build physical activity into your daily routine, if possible. 
Most of us don’t have exercise equipment like treadmills 
where we live, but there are still activities you can do.

4. Handwashing and anxiety: If this is making you feel 
stressed or anxious try things such as, setting limits, like 
washing your hands for the recommended 20 seconds.

5. If you’re feeling anxious, claustrophobic or trapped: If 
you’re feeling anxious or claustrophobic it may help to 
open the windows to let in fresh air.

6. Alcohol is an “unhelpful coping strategy” for the possible 
stress and isolation of coronavirus lockdown. Alcohol 
Change UK’s chief executive, Dr Richard Piper, warned 
that “with routines out of the window we might well 
find ourselves reaching for a drink more of ten”. A list of 
organisations providing support for those concerned 
about their or a loved one's drinking and mental health 
can be found here: https://alcoholchange.org.uk/help-
and-support/get-help-now/coronavirus-information-and-
advice-hub/coronavirus-getting-support

Our Inch By Inch for Scotland campaign 
has a wide range of both home workout 
and recipe videos, as well as a series 
of 14 videos by Brian Costello from 
HeadStrong which will help you to adjust 
to this temporary way of living whilst 
giving you some tips to help you change 
your mindset. To watch any of our Inch 
By Inch for Scotland videos, visit www.
inchbyinchforscotland.co.uk/videos or 
follow us on social media!
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Gluten Free Bouillons

3kg makes
approximately

40 litres

No Hydrogenated Vegetable Fat
Suitable for Vegetarians 

Suitable for Vegans 

C
ertif ed by Coeliac UK product 

CUK
-M

-1
98

serving suggestion

@middletonfoodsFacebook @middletonfoodsInstagram @middletonfoodsTwitterFind us on:

For samples & enquiries: 01902 608122 or visit: www.middletonfoods.com

• At least 25% less added sugar  • 12 new recipe products
• Improved taste, with no extra additives or fillers  • Same yield


